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[Title of the Invention] DATA- PROCESSING APPARATUS AND

INFORMATION OBTAINING METHOD
[Claims]

[Claim 1] A data-processing apparatus capable of

displaying information transmitted by using a character

broadcasting channel of a broadcasted signal, said data-

processing apparatus characterized by comprising:

means for detecting a telephone number for

establishing connection with a server providing relevant

data related to said information from said information;

and
means for executing a call -making procedure of

connecting said data-processing apparatus to said server

identified by said detected telephone number through a

communication network.
[Claim 2] A data-processing apparatus according to

claim 1, said data-processing apparatus characterized in

that

:

information presented by using a character

broadcasting channel of a broadcasted signal includes

information on a partner destination for each relevant

data related to said presented information where said

information on a partner destination is information

identifying a partner destination serving as a server for

providing said relevant data; and
said means for detecting a telephone number

detects a telephone number for establishing connection

with a server providing data requested by the user and

related to said information received though a character

broadcasting channel of said broadcasted signal from said

received information by referring to control information

showing relations between telephone numbers and

information on partner destinations included in said

received information.
[Claim 3] A data-processing apparatus capable of

displaying hyper-media information transmitted by using a

character broadcasting channel of a broadcasted signal,

said data-processing apparatus characterized by

comprising:
means for detecting connection information from

said hyper-media information wherein said connection

information shows an embedded telephone number for

establishing a connection with a server providing

relevant data linked to said hyper -media information and

the name of a file for storing said relevant data; and

means for obtaining said relevant data by

executing a call -making procedure to establish a
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connection with said server through a communication
network by using said detected connection information so

as to obtain said relevant data stored in said file
indicated by said name from said server.

[Claim 4] An information-obtaining method adopted in

a data-processing apparatus for receiving hyper-media
information transmitted by using a character broadcasting
channel of a broadcasted signal and displaying said
hyper-media information and used for obtaining relevant
data linked to said hyper-media information from a

server, said data-obtaining method characterized by
comprising the steps of:

detecting connection information from said hyper-
media information wherein said connection information
shows an embedded telephone number for establishing a

connection with said server providing said relevant data
linked to said hyper-media information and the name of a

file for storing said relevant data; and
obtaining said relevant data by executing a call-

making procedure to establish a connection with said
server through a communication network by using said
detected connection information so as to obtain said
relevant data stored in said file indicated by said name

from said server through said communication network.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]
[0001]

[Technical Field to which the Invention Pertains]
The present invention relates to a data-

processing apparatus capable of receiving information
transmitted as a broadcasted signal using a character
broadcasting channel and displaying the information, and

relates to an information-obtaining method using the

data-processing apparatus.
[0002]

[Prior Art]
In recent years, there is a large number of

trials to present multimedia information through a

network. A WWW (World Wide Web) or the like may be a

representat ive example

.

[0003]
A computer connected to the Internet is capable

of making an access to information presented by the WWW

by using a WWW browser. In this case, the provided
information is prescribed in a format called an HTML

(Hyper Text Markup Language) . By using its link

function, relevant data can also be accessed with ease.



[0004]
Recently, on the other hand, information such as

a weather forecast or news is presented by using
broadcasting means such as FM character broadcasting.

Since such information is transmitted as a broadcasted
signal in simplex communication, however, means for

obtaining details or data related to the information is

not provided even if the user wants to know the details

and the relevant data.
[0005]

[Problem to be Solved by the Invention]
If an information service using broadcasting

means is made capable of broadcasting information
prescribed in the HTML format or the lilce, rendering of

an advanced service is considered to be feasible. If

hyper-media information is presented by means of

broadcasting, it is not necessary to distinguish the

received hyper-media information from information

presented through a networlc. Thus, data handling by the

user is considered to be easy. In addition, information

such as articles written on a newspaper or news which are

to be read by an indeterminate number of people can

probably be presented to recipients by broadcasting as

effective communication means for reducing the amount of

network traffic,
[0006]

If a compact portable terminal equipped with a

broadcasting & receiving apparatus is available, it is

possible to further provide an application wherein

effective information such as information on an event

site or information on a state of congestion can be

obtained in a real-time manner within a narrow range.

[0007]
In this way, the popular use of a compact

terminal such as a portable terminal in a multimedia

information service utilizing a broadcasting system leads

to consideration of the terminal as effective means for

obtaining information even in the terminal is detached

from a network. Since broadcasting such as the FM one is

simplex communication as described above, however, in

order to render a service similar to that of the duplex

communication such as the Internet, there are many

problems to be solved.
[0008]

In an attempt made to obtain data related to

information received from broadcasting by using a compact

portable terminal through a link of the information, for
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example, the user finds no means for requesting the data
and is thus incapable of obtaining the data unless the

data is included in the received information. For this
reason, it is deemed to be necessary to include
additional information for obtaining the relevant data in

the received information.
[0009]

It is thus an object of the present invention
addressing the problems described above to provide a

data-processing apparatus and an information-obtaining
method that are capable of realizing an information-
accessing implementation having a duplex characteristic
so as to allow data related to information received as a

broadcasted signal to be obtained through other media.

[0010]
[Means for Solving the Problem]

The present invention provides a data-processing
apparatus capable of displaying information transmitted
by using a character broadcasting channel of a

broadcasted signal. The data-processing apparatus is

characterized in that the apparatus comprises: means for

detecting a telephone number for establishing connection

with a server providing relevant data related to the

information from the information; and means for executing

a call-malcing procedure of connecting the data-processing
apparatus to the server identified by the detected
telephone number through a communication networlc.

[0011]
The data-processing apparatus detects a telephone

number embedded in information received as typically an

FM character broadcast. Then, when the user malces a

request for relevant data related to the information

received as an FM character broadcast, the call-malcing

procedure is executed automatically to connect the data-

processing apparatus to the server identified by the

detected telephone number through a communication networlc

such as a telephone line or an ISDN. In this way, it is

possible to obtain data related to information received

as a broadcasted signal if necessary. As a result, an

information- accessing implementation having a duplex

characteristic can be realized.
[0012]

In addition, it is desirable to provide a

configuration of the data-processing apparatus wherein:

information presented as a character broadcast includes

information on a partner destination for each relevant

data related to the presented information where the
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information on a partner destination is information
identifying a partner destination serving as a server for
providing the relevant data; and the means for detecting
a phone number detects a telephone number for
establishing a connection with a server providing user-
requested data related to the information received though
a character broadcasting channel of the character
broadcast from the information by referring to control
information showing relations between telephone numbers
and information on partner destinations included in the
received information

.

In this way, it is possible to reduce the
amount of data included in the information transmitted as

a character broadcast

.

[0013]
Furthermore, it is desirable to provide a

configuration of the data-processing apparatus wherein:
hyper-media information prescribed in the HTML or the
like and presented as a broadcast signal includes
connection information showing an embedded telephone
number for establishing a connection with a server
providing relevant data and the name of a file for
storing the relevant data; and a connection with the

server is established by using the connection information
to obtain the relevant data stored in the file indicated
by the name from the server.

In this case, it is also possible to utilize
control information showing relations between the
aforementioned information on partner destinations and
telephone numbers in detecting a telephone number.

[0014]
[Mode for Carrying out the Invention]

A preferred embodiment of the present invention
is described by referring to diagrams. Fig. 1 is a block
diagram showing the configuration of a portable terminal

100 implemented by the embodiment of the present
invention. The portable terminal 100 is a portable
electronic information apparatus such as a sub-note
personal computer or a PDA. In the following
description, the portable electronic information
apparatus is referred to as a portable terminal .

The

portable terminal 100 includes an antenna 101 for

receiving HTML-prescribed hyper-media information
multiplexed in a broadcast signal such as an FM character

broadcast and transmitted by using a character
broadcasting channel of the broadcast signal, and a

function for displaying the information on a screen.



[0015]
The display function comprises a hyper-media-

information-receiving unit 110 and a display unit 115.
The operation of the display function is implemented by
execution of an HTML viewer which is a program installed
in the portable terminal 100. As an alternative, the
broadcast signal such as an FM character broadcast is
received by another reception apparatus which then
provides hyper-media information extracted from the
broadcast signal to the portable terminal 100.

[0016]
In addition, the portable terminal 100 also has a

function for obtaining other relevant data linked to the
hyper-media information displayed by the HTML viewer
through a public line network such as a telephone line
network and the ISDN. This function comprises a request

-

accepting unit 111, an intrinsic-data-reading unit 112,
an automatic connection unit 113 and a relevant -data-
receiving unit 114. By the same token, the operation of

this function is also implemented by execution of a

program installed in the portable terminal 100.
[0017]

When the request -accepting unit 111 employed in
the portable terminal 100 accepts a request to acquire
relevant data from the user, the intrinsic-data-reading
unit 112 extracts intrinsic data concerning the relevant
data requested by the user from the hyper-media
information. The intrinsic data is a telephone number
for establishing a connection with a site at which the
requested data exists. Then, by using a communication
apparatus such as a PHS 13 0, the automatic connection
unit 113 automatically dials the telephone number
extracted by the intrinsic-data-reading unit 112 to
establish a connection with the site at which the
requested data exists. In actuality, the automatic
connection unit 113 establishes a connection with a

server 14 0 of a broadcasting base station at which the
requested data exists. As a result, the portable
terminal 100 is connected to the server 140 by a public
line network.

[0018]
The request made by the user is transmitted to

the server 14 0. In response to the request, the server
14 0 delivers the requested data to the portable terminal
100 by way of the PHS 130.

[0019]
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a typical



configuration of a broadcasting system using the portable
terminal 100. In the broadcasting system shown in Fig.

2, a broadcasting base station 2 0 is a base for
transmitting hyper-media information by using
broadcasting means of simplex communication such as FM
character multiplexing. Hyper-media information 21
transmitted from the broadcasting base station 20 is
received by computers 22 and 24 each having a reception
unit. The received hyper-media information 21 may be
downloaded to another computer 23 such as a compact
portable terminal for use by the user. The compact
portable terminal can be connected to a PHS or the like
used for making a request for relevant data.

[0020]
It should be noted that, as a conceivable

alternative, information can also be distributed by using
CD-ROMs 2 5 as communication media in addition to the
simplex-communication broadcasting means such as the FM
character multiplexing mentioned above. In the case of

the CD-ROM communication media, it is not necessary to

provide the computers 22 and 24 with a reception unit.

[0021]
Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a typical screen

display of hyper-media information transmitted by using
communication means such as the broadcasting and the CD-

ROM 25. Fig. 4 is a diagram showing a typical structured
text for the display shown in Fig. 3. The user receives
information 50 like the one of Fig. 3 transmitted through
broadcasting or by using a CD-ROM 25. Assume a case in

which the user desires more detailed information on the

weather of Tokyo and makes a request for information on a

link destination for the detailed information. An HTML
file 60 shown in Fig. 4 is a typical file prescribing the

weather forecast shown in Fig. 3.

[0022]
As shown in Fig. 4, a more detailed weather

forecast for Tokyo can be obtained through link
information 61 linking to a site with an address of

"phone :
//phone . toshiba . co

.
jp/weather/tokyo . html"

.

[0023]
The link information 61 conforms to a URL

(Uniform Resource Locator) description format. The word
"phone" at the beginning of the format indicates that the

desired information is presented by typically the FM

broadcasting and, in order to obtain the information, it

is necessary to establish a telephone connection to the

server of the site.

8



[0024]
The next phrase "phone.toshiba.co.jp" is the name

of the server in which the desired information is stored.
This portion of the format may directly describe a

telephone number used for establishing a connection with
the server. The word "weather" is the name of a

directory serving as a collection of weather forecasts.
Finally, the phrase "tokyo.html" is the name of a file
containing a more detailed weather forecast for Tokyo.

[0025]
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a typical description

of connection data 70 comprising information pairs each
associating the name of a server with a telephone number
used for establishing a connection to the server. The
connection data 70 is required if the link information 61

includes an abstract expression of a server name like the
phrase "phone.toshiba.co.jp" shown in Fig. 4 instead of a

description directly expressing a phone number used for
establishing a connection to the server. By transmitting
the connection data 7 0 as an FM character broadcast
separately from the hyper-media information, the
description of the link information 61 can be made
simpler

.

[0026]
Each of the pairs composing the connection data

70 comprises a description 71 of the name of a server
having desired information and a telephone number 72 used
for establishing a connection to the server. When the

user receiving hyper-media information transmitted
through simplex communication such as the FM character
broadcasting or distributed by using media such as CD-

ROMs further desires linked information and a link is

described in the received hyper-media information in a

format like the link information 61 shown in Fig. 4, the

user is capable of finding the phone number of a server
providing the linked information by referring to the

connection data 70 shown in Fig. 5.

[0027]
Each of the pairs composing the connection data

70 is not necessarily a one-to-one relation between the

name of a server and the phone number of the server. For

example, a server name representing an address of linked
information can be associated with a plurality of phone

numbers

.

[0028]
Such a relation between an information address

and a plurality of phone numbers indicates that, in

9



actuality, information requested by the user exists in a
plurality of servers. By associating an information
address with a plurality of phone numbers as such, the
user is allowed to select a phone number of a server
geographically closest to the location at which the user
is present. Such a relation can also be effectively
applied to hyper-media information distributed by using
media such as CD-ROMs.

[0029]
In the case of hyper-media information

transmitted by using broadcasting means such as the FM
broadcasting, the connection data may very likely
associate the URL address only with the phone number of a
server closest to a base station broadcasting the
information. When the user moves to a location outside a
range in which information broadcasted by the
broadcasting base station can be received and the
location is inside a range in which information
broadcasted by another broadcasting base station can be
received, the connection data is updated so as to allow
the user to identify a server closest to the current
location of the user.

[0030]
Fig. 6 is a flowchart representing an

information-obtaining process provided by the present
invention. At the first step S401 of the flowchart, the
user malces a request for relevant data linlced to
information displayed by a viewer. At the next step
S402, the request made by the user is accepted by the
request -accepting unit 111. At the next step S403, data
intrinsic to the requested relevant data is fetched by
the intrinsic-data-reading unit 112, Examples of the
intrinsic data are linlc information and connection data.
The intrinsic data is used for identifying the site of a

server providing the requested relevant data. The server
is found by using a telephone number for establishing a

connection with the server. That is to say, if a phone
number is described in a server-address field of the linlc

information 61 shown in Fig. 4 in place of the phrase
"phone.toshiba.cp.jp", the phone number is used to
connect the portable terminal 100 to the site of the
server. If an abstract expression is used as shown in

the link information 61, on the other hand, the
connection data 7 0 shown in Fig, 5 is searched for a

phone number associated with the server of interest.
[0031]

Finally, at the next step S404, a call to the



server identified at the step S403 is made automatically
by using communication means such as the PHS 13 0 to
establish a connection with the server and, at the next
step S405, the requested relevant data is obtained from
the server,

[0032]
Fig. 7 is a diagram showing a typical format of

data transmitted from a broadcasting base station. An
information main portion 32 shown in Fig. 7 is hyper-
media information presented to the user. On the other
hand, an index portion 31 is a portion containing control
information related to the information main portion 32.

It is not always necessary to add the index portion 31 to
the information main portion 32. That is to say, there
is a conceivable case in which the index portion 31 is
transmitted only when necessary.

[0033]
The control information included in the index

portion 31 typically comprises, among other data,
identifiers each used for identifying a content included
in the hyper-media information, an update date as well as
the version of the hyper-media information and the
category of the hyper-media information. Categories of
the hyper-media information includes news, sports and
weather forecasts, indicating general classifications of
the information. The categories allow the user to select
information in a field of interest to the user. The
connection data described above is transmitted by being
included in the index portion 31.

[0034]
As described above, in this embodiment, a

telephone number embedded in hyper -media information
received as an FM character broadcast is detected from
the information. In addition, when the user desires
relevant data related to the hyper-media information
received as an FM character broadcast, the data-
processing apparatus automatically executes a call -mailing

procedure to establish a connection to a server indicated
by the detected telephone number through a communication-
line network such as a phone line or the ISDN. Thus,
relevant data related to the hyper-media information
received as a broadcasted signal can be obtained if

necessary. In this way, it is possible to realize an
information-accessing implementation with a duplex
characteristic

.

[0035]
[Effect of the Invention]



As described above, in accordance with the
present invention, by utilizing a telephone number
embedded in advance in hyper-media information and used
for establishing a connection with data-providing site, a
phone call is made automatically to the source providing
relevant data desired by the user so that the user is
capable of obtaining the data. Thus, it is possible to
obtain data related to hyper-media information received
as a broadcasted signal through other media. As a
result, it is possible to realize an information-
accessing implementation with a duplex characteristic.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the
configuration of a data-processing apparatus implemented
by an embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a typical
configuration of a broadcasting system using the data-
processing apparatus

.

[Fig, 3]

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a typical screen
display of hyper-media information used in the data-
processing apparatus

.

[Fig, 4]

Fig. 4 is a diagram showing the data structure of
hyper-media information used in the data-processing
apparatus

.

[Fig, 5]

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a typical description
of connection data comprising information pairs each
associating the name of a server and a telephone number
used for establishing a connection to the server in the
data-processing apparatus

.

[Fig. 6]

Fig. 6 is a flowchart representing an
information-obtaining process carried out by the data-
processing apparatus

.

[Fig. 7]

Fig. 7 is a diagram showing a typical format of
data transmitted from a broadcasting base station to the
data-processing apparatus

.

[Description of Reference Numerals]
100 ... Portable terminal; 111 ... Request -accepting unit;
112 ... Intrinsic-data-reading unit; 113 ... Automatic
connection unit; 130 ... PHS; 140 ... Broadcasting base
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station's server; 50 ... Hyper-media information; 60 ... HTML
text; 61 ... Link information.
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[Name of Document] ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
[Abstract]
[Object] How to realize a duplex information-accessing
implementation allowing the user to obtain data, which is
related to information received as a broadcasted signal,
through other media,
[Solving Means] When the user makes a request for
relevant data related to hyper-media information
transmitted by FM character broadcasting, an intrinsic-
data- reading unit 112 detects a telephone number embedded
in the information. An automatic connection unit 113
then automatically executes a call-making procedure for
establishing a connection with a server identified by the
detected phone number through a communication- line
network such as a telephone line or an ISDN. It is thus
possible to obtain the relevant data related to the
hyper-media information received as a broadcasting signal
if necessary and to realize an information-accessing
implementation with a duplex characteristic,
[Selected Drawing] Fig, 1
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Fig. 1

100 ---Portable terminal HTML viewer

101 Antenna . .

110 ---Hyper-media- information-receiving unit

111 Request -accepting unit

112 ---Intrinsic-data-reading unit

113 Automatic connection unit

114 -Relevant-data-receiving unit

115 Display unit

13 0 PHS
140 ---Broadcasting base station's server

User request -> HI

Fig. 2

20: Broadcasting base station

21- Hyper-media information

22: Computer with a receiving unit

23- Compact portable terminal

compact portable terminal with a receiving unit
24
25 -> Hyper-media information ^ 23
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Fig. 3

National weather forecast
Sapporo
Sendai
Tokyo
Kanagawa
50 Hyper-media information
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Fig. 4

National weather forecast
60 HTML text
61 Address Directory File name
Tokyo
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Fig. 5

70: Connection data

Fig. 6

401: Let the user make a request for relevant data
402: Accept the user's request
403: Fetch intrinsic data
404: Automatically establish a connection to the server
405: Obtain the relevant data

Fig. 7

31: Index portion
32: Information main portion
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